
Holidays + Family & Friends

Module 4: Holidays, Family & Friends 



Part 1: VOCABULARY
Complete the sentences below with some of the words
you learnt in the last two sessions:

1. A: -'Would you like to borrow my suitcase or have you got
one of your own?'
   B: -'It' OK, thanks. I don't need it. I always _____ _____.

2. May 2nd is a ____ ______ in the UK but it is a normal
working day in Spain.

3. We had similar ideas about the show, and the two of us
____ ____ ___ right away. (became friendly inmediately)

4. We're going ___ ______ to France this summer. 

5. A: How many _____ do you have?
B: Three: two brothers and a sister.

6. A: 'The best thing about the town was it was so quiet. We
were the only tourists.' 
    B:-'Yes, I'm like you. I prefer places ___ ___ ____ ____.'

7. They were best friends at school but then suddenly ____
___ (argued and stopped being friendly).
8. John & Emily tied the know last year and are already trying to
______ a family. (have children)
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Part 2: READING

are doing similar work to their parents
are happy with the career they have chosen

A. Read the following text and find out whether the
people: 
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Part 3: LISTENING
Listen to the presentation about unusual British festivals and
do the exercises to practise and improve your listening
skills.

A. Preparation: matching

Do this exercise before you listen. Match the two parts of
the phrase to make common festival activities. Write a–f
next to the numbers 1–6.
1…….. follow a.             a firework display
2…….. cook and eat     b. as a special character
3…….. watch                 c. your house or street
4…….. take part in a     d. ancient traditions
5…….. decorate            e. competition
6…….. dress up             f. special food

B. Match the phrasal verbs from the text to the
meanings 1-8: 

1.persuade
2.establish/create
3. discourage
4. succeed
5. continue
6. be similar to
7. enter
8. develop/have a good result

a. carry on
b. worked out
c. put me off
d. talk me into
e. breaking into
f. make it
g. taken after
h. set up
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B. Check your understanding: true or false

Do this exercise while you listen. Write True or False
next to these sentences.

1. Many of these festivals are actually races or competitions. 
2. The Burning of the Clavie brings good luck for the new
year. 
3. On Shrove Tuesday in Scarborough people dance with
ropes. 
4. Cheese rolling involves running away from a big, round
cheese.
5. Snail racing started in the UK.
6. The competition to pull the ugliest face is an old tradition. 
7. The Burning of the Clocks festival marks the summer
solstice. 
8. The Burning of the Clocks festival ends with people
throwing water. 

C. Check your understanding: multiple choice

Do this exercise while you listen. Circle the best phrase
to complete these sentences.

1. The Clavie is a whisky container / a wooden cross / a
bonfire made of things people don’t need.
2. In the Up Helly Aa festival, they burn a wooden man / a
Viking boat / a line in the grass.



3.During a pancake race, you have to eat as many
pancakes as possible / run as fast as possible while tossing
a pancake in a pan / run and jump over the ropes without
dropping the pancake.

4. Nowadays, the people who win the cheese rolling
competition are usually top athletes / people from the
village / visitors from all over the world.

5. The fastest snail in the Snail Racing is cooked with garlic
and butter / rescued from the barbecue / given a prize of
extra lettuce.

6. Black pudding throwing is similar to pancake tossing /
Olympic sports like javelin and shotput / bowling.

7. To win the best gurner competition, one man had all his
teeth removed / grew a really long beard / had a lot of
facial piercings.

8. The Burning of the Clocks festival is 2 years old / 20
years old / 200 years old.

When you are done, you can check the transcript here.
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https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/sites/teens/files/unusual_british_festivals_-_transcript_0.pdf


Part 5: WRITING

in your English class you have been discussing family
relationships. Now, your teacher has asked you to
write an essay. Give reasons for your point of view.
(140-190 words)

 
 
 
 
 

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
________________________________________
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travel light
bank holiday
hit it off
on holiday
siblings
off the beaten track
fell out
 start/raise/bring up

ANSWER KEY
 
 
 

Part 1: VOCABULARY

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Part 2: READING

A. 
     doing similar work: Zoe, Max, Rob
     happy with their careers: Lauren, Zoe, Max, Rob



Part 3: LISTENING
A. 
1. d 2. f 3. a 4. e 5. c 6. b
B. 
1. True 2. True 3. False 4. False 5. False 6. True 7.
False 8. False
C. 
1. a whisky container 
2. a Viking boat 
3. run as fast as possible while tossing a pancake in a
pan 
4. people from the village 
5. given a prize of extra lettuce 
6. bowling 
7. had all his teeth removed 
8. 20 years old
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B.
 

a. 5 
b. 8
c. 3
d. 1

 

e. 7
f. 4
g. 6
h. 2


